<http://www.against-the-grain.com> continued on page 71 QUESTION: At the beginning of each semester a community college library receives many requests to borrow currently assigned textbooks. The library returns these requests and explains that it does not order textbooks that are currently being used in the college's classes nor does it borrow them through interlibrary loan. A faculty member is pressuring the library to purchase textbooks for the collection and place them on reserve for student use. Aside from the practical and policy reasons for not borrowing or purchasing currently used textbooks, is there a legal reason for not doing this?
ANSWER: Some academic libraries do purchase current textbooks and some do not. The problem is not in providing textbooks to students who cannot afford them but in encouraging students to photocopy or scan the textbook. Any student can forget to bring her textbook one day and having a library copy as a backup is very helpful; however, faculty members should not tell students that they can reproduce from the library copies in lieu of purchasing the textbook for the course.
Questions & Answers from page 69
Cases of Note -BIG MUSIC Owns the US Congress 
First Sale Exception In Trademark
Trademark law permits the "first sale" exception as an infringement defense. Prestonettes, Inc. v. Coty, 264 U.S. 359, 368-69 (1924) . Trademark law is designed to prevent consumer confusion over the origin of a product. This doesn't exist if the mark is the real deal. NEC Elecs. v. CAL Circuit Abco, 810 F.2d 1506 , 1509 (9th Cir. 1987 Here we're protecting the owner's good will against a lousy knock-off. A material difference goes to matters a consumer considers relevant to the purchase. But consumer choice being the subtle thing that it is, even subtle differences may be material. See Davidoff, 263 F.3d at 1302.
Brilliance said both exceptions apply. The repackaging and relabeling of retail audios as library creates a misrepresentation that Haights have a long-standing relationship with Brilliance and that this action is sponsored and authorized. As to material difference, Brilliance said the library and retail editions were packaged and marketed differently.
Of course you're asking how did Haights make any money on this. They had to mark it up to gain a profit. Are libraries so daft they didn't realize they could get a cheaper product from Brilliance?
Anyhow, this creates a question of fact. So Brilliance gets a trial on this one.
What about Copyright?
Copyright likewise has a first sale doctrine. The copyright owner has rights to the underlying work, but a purchaser of a particular copy can dispose of it as he wishes. 17 U.S.C. § 109(a).
But there's an exception in the Record Rental Amendment of 1984.
For 
109(b)(1)(A).

Yes, they don't want you buying music and renting it out. Although why that should be different from renting a novel, only the lobbyists can explain. Which is to say, BIG MUSIC wants the money and you can't have it.
Brilliance said this applied to audiobooks; Haights contended it was only music. § 109(b); Ambiguous or Clear?
Well, the language of the statute does say "musical works."
Duh. I mean who was lobbying for the "Record Rental Amendment" after all?
But go back to the language of the statute and focus on the words "sound recording." Brilliance said there were two permissions required if you want to rent audios: one for the copyright owner in the sound recording; and the second for the music copyright owner if music was in the recording. And sound recordings include musical and non-musical. 17 U.S.C. § 101.
The court found both interpretations plausible. So the language is "not unambiguous."
But 
So Let's Go To Legislative History
Yes, that vital question of who was in there lobbying.
Congress exclusively focused on the music industry and the need to "remove the threat Against the Grain / April 2007 <http://www.against-the-grain.com> that commercial record rentals pose to the health of America's musical community." S. Rep. 98-162, at 2 (1984) .
Congress was all in a lather about the danger to "musical creativity" and the dire risks taken by record companies in investing in "unknown artists and songwriters" or "to experiment with innovative musical forms." Id. at 3.
Ah Supp. 1378 , 1389 (C.D. Cal. 1993 . Now the copyright owner is prevented from intruding on the rights of the purchaser to alienate his property as he wishes.
Or we'll have a whole world of rubbish in land fills.
The record rental exception alters that traditional copyright bargain and extends the monopoly of the copyright owner beyond the first sale. Computer software likewise got exempted by amendment in 1990. Without clearer direction from Congress, the court was not about to read audiobooks in as an amendment.
So Brilliance got to go to trial on the trademark claim, but lost on copyright.
Cases of Note from page 70
Speaking of which, check the conference website http://www.katina.info/conference. Registration information is being posted daily. The program is already filling up, so if you have a topic, panel, whatever to suggest, please do so now not later. You heard it here.
Sorry, but this is the final Rumor. 
